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Chubby cats. Smiling cats. Cats on buses, pedaling bicycles, playing instruments, and napping

happily on branches: lots of cats to color and love! Fans of fabulous felines will find kitties aplenty on

these fun and whimsical pages. Each picture is rich in beautiful detail to spark the imagination of

prospective artistsâ€”and keep them happily occupied for hours.
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This is a coloring book of many cats (though not quite a million of them!) The designs have a type of

anime look to them. Their heads and tummies are a little on the large size with a distinctly well-fed

look to them. The cats seem to inhabit a kind of fantasy land where anything and everything may

just be a cat or somehow cat related. One of my favorites is a two page spread of an art gallery

where cats are swapped in for some very famous paintings â€“ including Gustav Klmit's â€œThe

Kissâ€• and Edvard Munch's â€œThe Screamâ€•Many of the designs in this coloring book are

detailed in nature with some having many intricate and small areas to color. It will take some of my

smaller nib pens and sharp, hard pencils to color certain portions of these designs.I will provide

more details below, but here is a quick overview of the book:61 pages of cartoon style Cat and cat

related designsPrinted on both sides of heavyweight non-perforated paperIncludes many two-page

designsDesigns merge into the bindingGlue BindingAlcohol-based markers bleed through

pageWater-based markers, India ink pens and gel pens do not bleed throughColoring pencils work

well but blending is an issueThe coloring book is a smaller than average book at approximately 9 x



7 x .25 inches. The cover is cute and has gold foil accents. The designs are printed on both sides of

heavyweight white non-perforated paper. The binding is glued and you will look important portions

of designs if you remove the pages from this book.Many of the designs spread across two pages

and designs merge into the binding on most pages. My book is not well aligned across the two-page

spreads. There is a lack of consistency in how the pages meet.

BookThe size of this book is great for travelling with, it fits perfectly into a bag or desk at 23cm x

18cm and 64 pages. The cover is matte card with and assortment of designs from the book, in a

limited colour palette. The cover has accents of gold, giving it a luxurious feel and look.The spine is

glue and string bound â€“ adding to its perfect portability, as this binding means that the pages are a

lot firmer. This does mean that some of the images enter the spine, but the spine is quite

pliable.Pages are double sided, which is a shame. The paper is bright white and lightly textured.

Coloured pencils lay down smoothly and easily. I experienced shadowing and some light bleeding

with both fineliners and waterbased markers, so I would recommend only pencils for this

one'ImagesNow, Iâ€™m just going to say this upfront. There are not a million cats in this book.

Including the front and back covers, there are 204 cats. But, that is still a whole lot of cats for a 64

page book!!!The artist has managed to create a book full of a wide variety of illustrations, but still

make it cohesive, both through her art style, and of course, the addition of cats. There are cats

hiding in a skyline of London, in a living room scene, in a page of flowers.Intricacy does vary a little

throughout, with some images containing lots of small, detailed areas and some mainly larger areas.

Line thickness varies form thin to moderate throughout, and this fits in quite nicely with the style of

illustration.HealthIf you are a cat fan, or like a range of whimsical scenes, this book will suit you. The

imagery is great for distraction, and engaging your imagination.
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